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Home is a Feeling 
 

 

“What does it mean to mourn a place that does not exist?” Cameron Glover asks in one of her 

essays about gentrification and her own roots in the city of Newark.  

I think about this and I ask myself, “How do you mourn a place that used to exist?” 

Moving to another city takes its toll so gradual but yet so fast. Life becomes broken down into a 

blur of moments — a splash of water in your face, a man furiously slapping another, the outrageous 

comments of your friend. Life becomes hinged on your mobile device, even as you are ripped away 

from it and told to root yourself in the moment, to pay attention. 

“Are you home now?” My friend asks me on WhatsApp. 

I don’t know how to answer that question. “I’m on my way back to the house,” I want to tell him, 

because that is what it is — a house filled with familiar strangers whose rhythms I must learn. It’s 

walking into noise, but this isn’t startling because the language is familiar. The language is home, 

yet, it isn’t. 

It’s in the way we greet each other — how we carefully skirt around our subjects, unsure of how 

to approach one another with a familiarity that comes with time or that may never come.  

I don’t know how to feel about this. 

"I’ve missed you," I type and send to my brother. The tick shows that the message has been sent, 

but I know he would be working. So, I have to wait until the end of the day to read his response too. 

This is another thing I must learn — where adulthood requests a lot of patience, distance demands 

it. 

"I’ve missed you too," his chat reads. I feel a fleeting sense of joy. 

"Hope you are eating," I type to my friend on the wrong group chat. “Why are you asking 

intimate questions on the school group?” she asks me on the right one. I laugh out my 

embarrassment and try to cover the hurt of being ignored in trying to care. I understand, yet I do 

not.  

“I was distracted,” I type back with a laughing smiley. 
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How do I mourn moments that used to exist? If home was a place with memories before — the 

familiar feeling of comfort of sleeping in my own bed, of being in a house filled with memories, 

echoes of my siblings’ laughter in the silence, then, I miss that feeling. I miss those moments. 

Sometimes, it feels so close, I can almost hold it then suddenly, it’s not there anymore, and I cannot 

mourn what I do not remember. 

What then is home? I ask myself as I watch buildings rush by. I’m neither at home nor at sea. My 

siblings are as close to me as the tap of a finger, yet they are far away. If I were to go back to the 

home of my childhood, it wouldn't be the same, yet, I long for the intimacy, the propinquity I used 

to have. It gets more intense when I realise that I cannot have this anymore. I can have a sense of it 

but not the fullness. It’ll probably take a while to have everyone together and not feel a sense of 

disconnect from the years that have gone by. Now, we simply live that home on social media. 

Now, home is the people, the fleeting feeling of joy that is so elusive, it’s startling when it shows 

up. Home is the familiarity of language and how it creates ease so quickly, even strangers look like 

family. Home is the relief of approaching familiar landmarks in a strange city while the noise swells 

all around you. Home is the comfort of a roof on your head and the comfort in the question, “How 

was your day?” 
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